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Abstract

Spatial reasoning with description logic has become an im-
portant research topic in the recent past. Several authors
dealt with the problem of finding logical frameworks in which
concept definitions can be made by using also spatial opera-
tors, particularly those of the Region Connection Calculus.
Lutz and Miličić investigated the formal properties required
to the concrete domain of the logical structure ALC(C) to
accommodate decidable reasoning. These properties, named
the patchwork property and the compactness property, along
with the decidability of the constraint system C guarantee
the condition of ω-admissibility which, in turn, guarantees
decidability of ALC(C). Lutz and Miličić also proved that
ALC(RCC8) is decidable. The expressiveness of this sys-
tem is enough to define interesting concepts, but other frame-
works result useful too. We investigate the combination of
ALC(C) with the Cardinal Direction Calculus defined by
Ligozat and propose an extension based on a combined con-
straint system formed by the Region Connection Calculus
and the Cardinal Direction Calculus recently studied by Li.
We prove that the mentioned reasoning systems are useful
by comparing their expressiveness in translating natural lan-
guage sentences describing concepts of common usage.

Introduction

One of the major obstacles in practical usage of spatial rea-
soning in databases lies on the computational complexity of
hybrid reasoning frameworks able to reason on both spatial
and classificational issues. Nevertheless an interesting re-
sult has been obtained in the recent past by Lutz and Miličić
(Lutz and Miličić 2007) who proved that a framework ob-
tained by combining a general description logic with a de-
cidable constraint system (that involves relations, variables
and a concrete domain to which the variables are bounded
as well as the relations) remains decidable under some very
general conditions to be satisfied by the constraint system
alone. They proposed a framework named ALC(C) where
C is a decidable constraint system that enjoys the patch-
work property and compactness. A decidable constraint sys-
tem enjoying these properties is said to be ω-admissible.
In their investigation Lutz and Miličić proved, in particu-
lar, that RCC8, the Region Connection Calculus which con-
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siders relations among regions in a topological space, is ω-
admissible.

Relevantly, the proposed framework can be seen as a sub-
formalism of the framework given by the full ALCRP(D),
that has proven to be powerful in knowledge representation,
but has been shown to be undecidable unless some syntactic
restrictions are made. This would not prevent its usage in
general, since the majority of the cases in which a terminol-
ogy cannot be decided to be consistent in a finite time are
not those ones that are typical of practical situations.

There are three representation actions that can be done by
means of a Description Logic with Spatial Operators:

• Associate a concept to objects that have a spatial charac-
terization;

• Define concepts based upon the relationships among ob-
jects;

• Define concepts based upon constraints against spatial
characteristics.

The first action needs a spatial operator, typically a fea-
ture (also called a functional role or an attribute), interpreted
in a spatial domain (for instance the real plane). The sec-
ond action needs to embed spatial operators within the logic
framework, but does not require any concrete domain to in-
terpret objects as spatially characterized. The third action
can be performed by relating a variable that is a role filler
for the spatial attribute to a constraint expressed in a con-
straint language.

The framework defined by Lutz and Miličić allows users
to define concepts by also using spatial operators, in partic-
ular by constraining elements of the concept to be in a spe-
cific relation to a particular region. The relation which is
established is one of the relations of the Region Connection
Calculus, and the regions are associated to objects by means
of a spatial operator (for instance a location operator).

Although the framework has limits in the expressiveness
of ALC(RCC8) for a large family of interesting concepts,
Lutz and Miličić’s approach is fruitful. There is instead an
intrinsic limit of the adopted constraint system that makes
the approach weak in terms of practical usefulness. In order
to achieve decidability Lutz and Miličić employ a result by
Nebel and Renz (Renz and Nebel 1999) that is based upon
the assumption that objects interpreting variables in the con-
straint system are regular open sets of the usual topology
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of R
2. However, as proved by many scholars in the field

of Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR), at least cardinal di-
rections constitute an interesting case of a constraint system
that is not referring to objects like those treated in the Region
Connection Calculus (see (Ligozat 1998) also for complete
references).

In the recent past several scholars in the field of Spatial
Reasoning have also shown interest in methods for combin-
ing different calculi in this kind of reasoning frameworks.
Amply speaking there is a definite interest in hybrid systems
for spatial reasoning.

In this paper we investigate two applications of Lutz and
Miličić’s framework to QSR: with the Cardinal Direction
Calculus, and with the combined framework of Sangjiang Li
that allows topological and directional reasoning altogether.
We then benchmark the two frameworks against a set of sen-
tences in natural language that exemplify usefulness of the
proposed architectures.

Previous work

The ALCIRCC family

An important family of ALC-logics is given by the exten-
sion to the inverse role construct. ALCI is a description
logic that includes such inverse role construct, which allows
one to denote the inverse of a given relation. A recent re-
search carried out by Haarslev and Ding aims to improve
the efficiency of reasoners for a logic with the inverse role
operator (see (Y. Ding 2005) and (Y. Ding 2006)). ALCI is
more expressive than ALC , nevertheless in order to model
adequately qualitative spatial concepts the expressiveness of
this logic is still insufficient.

An interesting attempt to extend DL for spatial rea-
soning has been proposed by Wessel in (Wessel 2002b;
2002a). This approach relies on embedding the RCC re-
lation algebra in the language ALCI by means of axioms
stating relations’ properties (as transitivity, reflexivity, . . .)
summarized by the composition table. The family of inverse
role logics for spatial reasoning is denoted by ALCIRCC .

In 2001 Wessel presented an overview of various ALC-
extensions with composition-based role inclusion axioms of
the form S ◦ T � R1 � ... � Rn enforcing SI ◦ T I ⊆
RI

1 ∪ ...∪RI
n on the models I (see (Wessel 2001)). A set of

this role axioms is called a role box and the resulting logic
was called ALCRA�. The concept satisfiability in this logic
and in smaller sub-languages is undecidable. Wessel et al.
(Wessel, Haarslev, and Möller 2000) also enforced disjoint-
ness on all roles considering that in a spatial environment
we have the JEPD property, but even this new logic called
ALCRA turned out to be undecidable (Wessel 2001). Obvi-
ously since ALCRA is undecidable, the extension given by
inverse roles ALCIRA is undecidable too.

However they investigated if undecidability arises even if
certain classes of role boxes are considered, especially the
role boxes obtained from translating the composition table
of RCC. Depending on the exploited RCC composition ta-
ble Wessel in (Wessel 2002b) defines some ALCIRA spe-
cializations called ALCIRCC .

The syntax and the semantics of the family of ALCIRCC
logics are defined as usual.

Wessel introduced a new notation for the finite disjunc-
tion of roles: if R = S1, ..., Sn is a disjunction of roles Si,
we write ∀S1, ..., Sn.C (∃S1, ..., Sn.C) as a shorthand for
∀S1.C 	 ... 	 ∀Sn.C (∃S1.C 	 ... 	 ∃Sn.C).

The ALC(C) Description Logic

In this section we recall the definitions of (Lutz and Miličić
2007) and provide a meaningful framework. In (Lutz and
Miličić 2007) Lutz and Miličić introduce a new framework
that apply a Description Logic with concrete domain and
general TBoxes (ALC(D)) to a constraint system C, the
combination produces a system, ALC(C), for which Lutz
and Miličić provide a tableau decision algorithm that estab-
lishes the consistency of a terminology.

The use of concrete domains allows the integration of
“concrete qualities” into abstract description logic concepts.
This is accomplished via concrete features which can be
seen as a link between an abstract definition included in a
wider terminology and a concrete object which, in this case,
has a spatial “existence”. For instance we can consider the
abstract definition of city linked via the abstract feature loc
(interpreted as “to have a location in the concrete space”) to
the concrete constraints imposed on that class of concrete
spatial objects. An example of such constraints can be that a
city must belong to a state and that it cannot overlap another
city.

The tableau algorithm proposed by the researchers applies
to the system under three very general assumptions: decid-
ability of C, the patchwork property and the compactness
property of the system. When these properties hold they
propose to describe the system as ω-admissible, and prove
that every ω-admissible constraint system C makes ALC(C)
decidable as well.
ALC(C) is essentially a reduction of ALCRP(D) where

the operators are those of a constraint algebra and the con-
crete domain is, indeed, the constraint system itself. In par-
ticular, a constraint system is defined by Lutz and Miličić as
a concrete domain that only has binary predicates, which
are interpreted as jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint
(JEPD) relations. We refer here to the definitions 1 and 2
of (Lutz and Miličić 2007).

Definition 1 (Rel-network) Let Var be a countably infi-
nite set of variables and Rel a finite set of binary relation
symbols. A Rel-constraint is an expression (x r y) with
x, y ∈Var and r ∈Rel. A Rel-network is a (finite or infi-
nite) set of Rel-constraints. For N a Rel-network, we use
VN to denote the variables used in N. We say that N is com-
plete if, for all x, y ∈ VN , there is exactly one constraint
(x r y) ∈ N

Definition 2 (Model, Constraint System) Let N be a Rel-
network and N’ a complete Rel-network. We say that N’ is
a model of N if there is a mapping τ : VN → VN ′ such that
(x r y) ∈ N implies (τ(x) r τ(y)) ∈ N ′.

A constraint system C = 〈Rel,M〉 consists of a finite
set of relation symbols Rel and a set M of complete Rel-
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networks (the models of C). A Rel-network N is satisfiable
in C if M contains a model of N.

We trivially say that a constraint system is decidable when
there is an algorithm that, for every constraint network (or,
in other formalizations, every finite set of constraint expres-
sions), in a finite time establishes whether the network is
satisfiable or not.

The patchwork property is enjoyed by those constraint
systems that meet the following condition: if two complete
networks of base relations such that for the intersection parts
are identical are satisfiable, then the composition (that is the
union) of these networks is satisfiable as well. The com-
pactness property, finally, holds for those systems such that
networks (possibly infinite) are satisfiable if and only if ev-
ery finite sub-network is satisfiable.

When a system C is decidable and enjoys both the patch-
work property and the compactness property then we say
that C is ω-admissible. ALC(C) with C ω-admissible is still
decidable and provides much more expressive power respect
to the simple Description Logic.

Syntax and Semantics of ALC(C)
In this paragraph we summarize the syntax and the seman-
tics of ALC(C) as defined in (Lutz and Miličić 2007).

Definition 3 Let C = (Rel; M) be a constraint system, and
let NC, NR, and NcF be mutually disjoint and countably infi-
nite sets of concept names, role names, and concrete fea-
tures. We assume that NR is partitioned into two count-
ably infinite subsets NaF (abstract features) and NsR (stan-
dard roles). A path of length k + 1 with k ≥ 0 is a sequence
R1 . . . Rkg where R1, . . . , Rk ∈ NR and g ∈ NcF. A path
R1 . . . Rkg with R1, . . . , Rk ∈ NaF is called feature path.
The set of ALC(C)-concepts is the smallest set such that:

• every concept name A ∈ NC is a concept;
• if C and D are concepts and R ∈ NR, then ¬C, C � D,

C 	 D, ∀R.C, and ∃R.C are concepts;
• if u1 and u2 are feature paths and r1, . . . , rk ∈ Rel, then

the following are also concepts:

∃u1, u2.(r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rk) and ∀u1, u2.(r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rk)

• if U1 and U2 are paths of length at most two and
r1, . . . , rk ∈ Rel, then the following are also concepts:

∃U1, U2.(r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rk) and ∀U1, U2.(r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rk)

A concept inclusion is an expression of the form C � D,
where C and D are concepts. We use C := D as abbrevia-
tion for the two concept inclusions C � D and D � C. A
infinite set of concept inclusions is called a (general) TBox.

Definition 4 An interpretation I is a tuple (ΔI , ·I , MI),
where ΔI is a set called the domain, MI ∈ M and the
interpretation function ·I maps

• each concept name C to a subset CI of ΔI;
• each role name R to a subset RI of ΔI × ΔI;
• each abstract feature f to a partial function fI from ΔI

to ΔI;

• each concrete feature g to a partial function gI from ΔI
to the set of variables VMI of MI .

If r = r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rk where r1, . . . , rk ∈ Rel, we write
MI |= (x r y) iff there exists an i ∈ {1 . . . k} such that
(x ri y) ∈ MI . The interpretation function can be extended
to arbitrary concepts as follows:

¬CI := Δ\CI

(C 	 D)I := CI ∩ DI

(C � D)I := CI ∪ DI

(∀R.C)I := {x ∈ ΔI | ∀y[(x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI ]}
(∃R.C)I := {x ∈ ΔI | ∃y[(x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI ]}

(∃U1, U2.r)I := {x ∈ ΔI | ∃v1 ∈ UI
1 (d) and

v2 ∈ UI
2 (d) with MI |= (v1 r v2)}

(∀U1, U2.r)I := {x ∈ ΔI | ∀v1 ∈ UI
1 (d) and

v2 ∈ UI
2 (d) with MI |= (v1 r v2)}

where for a path U = R1 . . . Rkg and x ∈ ΔI , UI(d) is
defined as

{v ∈ VMI | ∃e1, . . . , ek+1 : x = e1, (ei, ei+1) ∈ RI
i

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and gI(ek+1) = v}.
An interpretation I is a model of a concept C iff CI �= ∅.
I is a model of a TBox T iff it satisfies CI ⊆ DI for all
concept inclusions C � D in T .

Lutz and Miličić defined in (Lutz and Miličić 2007) a
framework for reasoning about topological relations, prov-
ing that the constraint system RCC8 is ω-admissible and
therefore that the combination of ALC and the Region Con-
nection Calculus is decidable.

The constraint domain we want to study first is the Cardi-
nal Direction Calculus (CDC). We now shall prove the basic
properties that make CDC an ω-admissible domain.

The ALC(CDC) Description Logic

In the previous section we presented the framework of
ALC(C) which turns out to be decidable when applied to
an ω-admissible constraint system. In this section we define
an ω-admissible constraint system based on the Cardinal Di-
rection Calculus, first studied by Frank (see (Frank 1996) for
the mature framework), considering the formulation defined
by Ligozat in (Ligozat 1998).

In (Ligozat 1998) Ligozat proved that the Cardinal Direc-
tion Calculus can be solved by means of a technique stated
in terms of Binary Constraint Networks.

Ligozat in his work considered points in a two-
dimensional space with cardinal direction relations. Each
point partitions the space in nine regions: its location (a
point), four regions which are half-lines (north, east, west,
south) and four two-dimensional regions (northwest, north-
east, southwest, southeast). The nine basic relations are
called eq, n, e, w, s, nw, ne, sw, se. If a point a is chosen as
reference point, the relation with any other point b is char-
acterized by the two projections xa on the axis pointing East
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n e s w
(=, >) (>,=) (=, <) (<,=)

ne nw se sw
(>, >) (<, >) (>, <) (<, <)

Table 1: Two notations for cardinal direction relations

and ya on the axis pointing north. Hence it is possible to de-
fine the basic relations as pairs of relations between points
on a line (see Table 1 for the complete list of relations). Most
spatial models for directional relations approximate a region
by a point or its minimum bounding box. As pointed out
in (Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis 2004), point-based mod-
els use a representative point (most commonly the centroid)
to approximate regions. For this reason we will refer to a
generic notion of centroid as approximation of a region.

The CDC shows some correspondence even with the Time
Point Calculus first studied in (Vilain, Kautz, and van Beek
1989). In fact following a projection-based approach it is
possible to choose a system of axes centered at the reference
point, using an ”horizontal” axis from West to East and a
”vertical” axis from South to North. The nine basic zones
(including the reference point itself) that partition the space
are entirely determined by their projections. For this reason
the calculus is basically one-dimensional and can be seen as
a case of time point calculus.

We now prove that the CDC is an ω-admissible constraint
system, that is finitely decidable, with both the patchwork
property and the compactness property.
Lemma 1 The Cardinal Direction Calculus is NP-
complete.
The proof of this property is given by Ligozat who even
identified a maximal tractable subclass of pre-convex rela-
tions with the property that the path-consistency implies the
consistency. The further properties of the Cardinal Direction
Calculus that are needed for guaranteeing that it can be com-
bined with ALC preserving decidability are the patchwork
property and the compactness property. They can be both
proved in a rather simple way.
Lemma 2 The Cardinal Direction Calculus enjoys the
Patchwork Property.

PROOF: In order to prove that CDC enjoys the patchwork
property we need to specify how two networks of constraints
compose in such a framework. The composition is deter-
mined by the union of the vertices and the intersection of
the labels on the edges. Moreover, every network N of base
relations of CDC can be seen as a pair of networks (Nx ,
Ny) both defined on the Point Algebra (PA) of Vilain, Kautz
and Van Beek (Vilain, Kautz, and van Beek 1989). The first
of these networks represent the Cardinal relations North and
South, whilst the second one represents the relations West
to East. Note that since the Point Algebra can be seen as a
subalgebra of Allen’s Interval algebra (IA), and IA has been
shown (Lutz and Miličić 2007) to have the patchwork prop-
erty, then PA has the patchwork property as well.

Now consider two networks N (1) and N (2) defined on
CDC, that are satisfiable. The four derived networks N (1)

x ,

N (2)
x , N (1)

y and N (2)
y are all PA networks and the compo-

sition of N (1) and N (2) is N . Obviously, Nx is the re-
sult of the composition of N (1)

x and N (2)
x , whilst N (1)

y and
N (2)

y compose to Ny . Because of the patchwork property
of PA, satisfiability of N is guaranteed by the satisfiability
of N (1) and N (2), which means that CDC enjoys the patch-
work property.

�
The last property we need to exhibit is the compactness
property.

Lemma 3 The Cardinal Direction Calculus enjoys the
Compactness Property.

PROOF: It is easy to see that satisfiability of an infinite
CDC-network N implies the satisfiability of every finite sub-
network N |V defined over a finite arbitrary subset V of the
set of variables VN of N . To show the converse we give a
translation of CDC-network to a set Γ(N) of first-order sen-
tences that preserves the satisfiability. We consider a binary
predicate < for the ordering on R and constants (xa)a∈Var

and (ya)a∈Var denoting the two components of the point cor-
responding to a in the plane. The set of first-order sentences
Γ(N) is build according to the following rule: one sentence
for each constraint in N , translating the relations of the CDC
as in the example.

(a n b) becomes (xa = xb) ∧ (ya > yb)
Each CDC-network N is satisfiable in CDCR2 iff Γ(N) is

satisfiable in a structure (R2, <x, <y, PM
1 , PM

2 , ...) where
the relations <x and <y denote, respectively, the total or-
dering established between points based on each coordinate
(x and y represent the two directions of the vector space R

2)
and the PM

i represent the assignments of variables in the
constraint system to the values of the model M.

�
The above lemmas prove the following claims.

Theorem 1 The Cardinal Direction Calculus is ω-
admissible.

Theorem 2 ALC(CDC) is decidable.

ALC(RCC) and ALC(CDC) are both interesting repre-
sentation systems, but ideally we should provide a tool
which combines both formalisms. This can be done by re-
curring to the combined algebra of Li (Li 2007). We name
this framework CDRCC.

Li considered the directional model called Rectangle Al-
gebra (RA) first studied in (Balbiani, Condotta, and del
Cerro 1999) that approximate a bounded plane region by its
minimum bounding-box. RA is the two-dimensional coun-
terpart of Allen’s Interval Algebra (Allen 1983). CDRCC is
a combination of RCC8 with the Boolean algebra of nine re-
lations generated by the base direction relations (N,S,W,E).

Although Li (2007) proves decidability of CDRCC a first
attack to the other two properties (patchwork and compact-
ness) we have tried did not succeed. It seems that both the
properties can be proved by means of relatively simply re-
vised versions of the proof structure employed for CDC and
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RCC. This is left to further investigations. The resulting sys-
tem ALC(CDRCC) is certainly of major interest and seems
very likely that it results decidable.

Examples of representations in natural

language

In this section we list some examples expressed in natural
language that are representative of common reasoning tasks.
The situations proposed below presents different aspects of
spatial reasoning, in particular aspects regarding topological
and directional relations.

In this specific case, a framework that allows both classi-
ficational and spatial reasoning is provided. Therefore, the
expressiveness of such a framework is determined by the
representation power that the formalism has.

Example 1 In this example we consider a concept that is
formed by using the Region Connections calculus and the
Cardinal Direction Calculus altogether.

Operators consider the notions of state, district belonging
to a state, river and cardinal relations

Sample definition given a specific state (Italy) and a lake
(Garda) the concept “all districts belonging to the state
which are northern respect to the lake”

Example 2 In this example we have a concept that can be
expressed by means of the Region Connection Calculus.

Operators consider the notions of state, district belonging
to a state, lake and topological relations

Sample definition given a specific state (Italy) and a lake
(Garda) the concept “all districts in the state which are
overlapped by the lake”.

Example 3 In this example we consider a concept that can
be accommodated by means of the Region Connection Cal-
culus.

Operators consider the notions of state, district belonging
to a state and topological relations

Sample definition given a specific state (Italy) and a dis-
trict x the concept “all districts that bound that district
x”

Example 4 In this example we consider again a concept
that is formed by using the Region Connections calculus and
the Cardinal Direction Calculus altogether.

Operators consider the notions of state, district belonging
to a state, lake, topological relations and cardinal rela-
tions

Sample definition given a specific state (Italy) and a lake
(Garda) the concept “all districts which are overlapped
by the lake or northern than the lake”

Example 5 In this example we consider again a concept
that is formed by using the Region Connections calculus and
the Cardinal Direction Calculus altogether.

Operators consider the notions of state, district belonging
to a state, lake, topological relations and cardinal rela-
tions

ALC(CDC) ALC(RCC8) ALC(CDRCC)
Ex. 1 “full” “By Nom” “full”
Ex. 2 “By Nom” “full” “full”
Ex. 3 “By Nom” “full” “full”
Ex. 4 “partial” “partial” “full”
Ex. 5 “partial” “partial” “full”

Table 2: Representability of the natural language examples.

Sample definition given two specific states (Italy and Aus-
tria) and a district (Rome) the concept of “all districts
which are northern than Rome and on the Austrian bor-
der”.

In Table 2 we provide an analysis of the presented exam-
ples in terms of the expressiveness required for distinguish-
ing them. The notation By Nom refers to the expression
Only by Nominals. This means that the only possible way
of limiting the interpretation of the concept is by means of
restrictions obtained by means of operators using the ABox.
For instance we can say that a region is a French City in
ALC only by introducing a list of the French Cities in the
ABox and then limiting the concept by using the operator
one-of. The notation partial refers to the power of a formal-
ism to represent only one component of the concept, whilst
the notation full identifies the ability of that formalism to
represent that concept.

Formal Definitions in ALC(CDC)
In this section we consider a possible encoding with the
following terms. The link between the abstract concept and
the concrete objects is given by the concrete feature bar that
represents the barycenter (centroid) of spatial objects. In
the definitions we make use of operators with ABoxes that
are not allowed in the formalisms introduced in the paper.
This makes these examples useful in understanding also the
limits that these formalisms exhibit.

Primitive concepts: state, city, Italian city, lake, Garda

Primitive roles: include lake

Concrete feature: bar

Descriptions:
state(Italy)
Italian city � city
Garda � lake
Sample Definition .=

Italian city 	 ∃include lake.Garda
	 ∃(bar), (include lake bar).NORTH

Conclusions and further work

In this paper we provided a framework for reasoning about
concepts that need Cardinal Direction relations to be de-
fined. We show, by means of a series of examples in natural
language, and their translations onto logical formalisms ob-
tained in different ways from ALC and three algebras CDC,
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RCC8 and CDRCC. For one of these algebras the funda-
mental results have already been obtained, for one the prop-
erties are proved in this paper. Further work will consist
indeed in proving, if valid, the patchwork and the compact-
ness properties of CDRCC. We are also exploiting possible
ways of making the formalism useful in practice also study-
ing subsets of it which result polynomially solvable.

One more aspect that results worth to investigate is the
opportunity of making the formalisms introduced here able
to work with ABoxes and possibly with role boxes as well.
The former extension would be useful for three purposes:(a)
making the recurrence to semantic constraint optional at the
definition level, (b) allowing concept definitions with nom-
inals and finally (c) making rules like chains or same-as
working with topological or cardinal direction relations. The
latter is a useful tool for forcing composition tables onto a
logic like this which actually leaves recurrence to composi-
tion table an implicit task.
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